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Summary 
 

• The Transport layer provides for data network needs by: 
• Dividing data received from an application into segments 
• Adding a header to identify and manage each segment 
• Using the header information to reassemble the segments back into application data 
• Passing the assembled data to the correct application 

 
• UDP and TCP are common Transport layer protocols. 

 
• UDP datagrams and TCP segments have headers prefixed to the data that include a source port number and destination port 

number. These port numbers enable data to be directed to the correct application running on the destination computer. 
 

• TCP does not pass any data to the network until it knows that the destination is ready to receive it. TCP then manages the 
flow of the data and resends any data segments that are not acknowledged as being received at the destination. TCP uses 
mechanisms of handshaking, timers and acknowledgements, and dynamic windowing to achieve these reliable features. 
This reliability does, however, impose overhead on the network in terms of much larger segment headers and more network 
traffic between the source and destination managing the data transport. 
 

• If the application data needs to be delivered across the network quickly, or if network bandwidth cannot support the 
overhead of control messages being exchanged between the source and the destination systems, UDP would be the 
developer's preferred Transport layer protocol. Because UDP does not track or acknowledge the receipt of datagrams at the 
destination - it just passes received datagrams to the Application layer as they arrive - and does not resend lost datagrams. 
However, this does not necessarily mean that the communication itself is unreliable; there may be mechanisms in the 
Application layer protocols and services that process lost or delayed datagrams if the application has these requirements. 
 

• The choice of Transport layer protocol is made by the developer of the application to best meet the user requirements. The 
developer bears in mind, though, that the other layers all play a part in data network communications and will influence its 
performance. 

 



The End 


